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Abstract 

This study proposes QOCNTR, a new multidimensional public key 

cryptosystem based on q-octonion algebra that improves security through 

a multidimensional approach. The proposed cryptosystem features two 

public keys, which distinguishes it from previous cryptosystems. This 

cryptosystem can encrypt thirty-two messages simultaneously from thirty-

two different or independent sources, which is useful in certain 

applications. QOCNTR was shown to outperform NTRU, QTRU, and 

OTRU in terms of security. Finally, because the suggested system has a 

very high level of security, the results are considered extremely suitable.  
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Introduction 

The objective of cryptography is to keep information private when it is shared in a hostile 

environment. As a result, the proper implementation of standard, high-quality cryptography 

enables users to access safe apps while protecting the security of both systems of information 

and the data they handle. Because they provide outstanding security in a new era of network 

security, the creation of cryptographic systems that offer high-security levels has gained 

favor. For example, Rivest et al. [1] described RSA in 1978 based on the integer factorization 

problem. T. ElGamal [2] proposed an El Gamal cryptosystem in 1985 based on Diffie–

Hellman key exchange [3]. R. Schoof [4] introduced ECC in 1987 based on the elliptic curve 

discrete logarithm problem. Hoffstein et al. [5] established NTRU in 1996 based on a 

truncated polynomial ring. NTRU's advantages make it a suitable option for various 

applications that encourage researchers to improve it. Meanwhile, many researchers have 

improved the NTRU system both in terms of algebraic and mathematical structures. For 

example, in 2002, Gaborit et al. [6] presented CTRU by using the ring of polynomials over 

the binary field F2. Coglianese and Goi [7] presented MaTRU, an analog of NTRU that 

operates in the ring of polynomial matrices Z[x]/(xN − 1). 

Malekian et al. [8] in 2008 improved NTRU by using quaternion algebra to replace the ring 

of a truncated polynomial. OTRU is also a novel NTRU cryptosystem that uses octonion 
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algebra, which was created by Malekian et al. [9]. Jarvis introduced a novel cryptosystem 

similar to NTRU in 2011, using Eisenstein integers, known as ETRU [10]. Al-Saidi et al. [11] 

proposed CQTRU, a multidimensional public key cryptosystem variation based on a 

commutative quaternion, in 2015. Using binary, hexadecnion, bi-cartesian, carternion, 

quaternion, bi-octonion, tripternion and Qu-octonion, and algebra to improve NTRU, which 

are referred to as BITRU, HXDTRU, BCTRU, QOBTRU, QMNTR, BOTRU, NTRS, 

NTRsh, and QOTRU, respectively [12-23]. 

This paper proposes a novel NTRU cryptosystem, which is built in a distinct way of 

increasing the security of the keys and was named QOCNTR. It has been demonstrated that it 

is a more secure cryptosystem than the other three (NTRU, QTRU, and OTRU). 

Q-octonion Algebra 

 

A novel multidimensional associative and commutative algebra, over an arbitrary field F with 

char(F) ≠ 2, which is called q-octonion algebra denoted by QOc, is provided in this section. 

Consider the four-dimensional vector space over an arbitrary field F which is defined as 

follows: 

QOc = { Ą ∶  Ą =  a +  bi +  cj +  dk ;  a, b, c, d∈ octonion algebra}, with the basis 

{1, i, j, k}. Assume that A, B∈ QOc, such that: A = a +  bi +  cj + dk, B = ã +  ƀi +  ƈj +

 ȡk where a, b, c, d, ã, ƀ, ƈ, ȡ ∈ octonion algebra,  

a = a0+∑ anen
7
n=1 , b = b0+∑ bnen

7
n=1 ,c = c0+∑ cnen

7
n=1 , d = do+∑ dnen

7
n=1 ,ã =

ã0+∑ ãnen
7
n=1 , ƀ = ƀ0+∑ ƀnen

7
n=1 ,ƈ = ƈ0+∑ ƈnen

7
n=1 , and ȡ = ȡ0+∑ ȡnen

7
n=1 ,  an, bn, cn, dn, 

ãn, ƀn, ƈn, ȡn∈ F, n = 0,1, … ,7. 

The addition +, multiplication , scalar multiplication μ, identity I, and the inverse of any non-

zero element are defined by: 

A+B = ((a0+ã0)+∑ (an+ãn)7
n=1 en) + ((b0+ƀ0) + ∑ (bn+ƀn)7

n=1 en)i+ ((c0+ƈ0) + ∑ (cn+ƈn)7
n=1 en)j 

+ ((d0+ȡ0)+∑ (dn+ȡn)7
n=1 en)k 

A ∗  B = ((a0ã0)+∑ (anãn)7
n=1 en) + ((b0ƀ0)+∑ (bnƀn)7

n=1 en)i + ((c0ƈ0)+∑ (cƈn)7
n=1 en)j + 

((d0ȡ0)+∑ (dnȡn)7
n=1 en)k 

μ A = μ a + μ bi + μ cj + μ dk;  μ ∈ F 

I = (1+∑ en
7
n=1 ) + (1+∑ en

7
n=1 )i + (1+∑ en

7
n=1 )j + (1+∑ en

7
n=1 ))k 

A-1 = (a0
−1+∑ an

−17
n=1 en) + (b0

−1
+∑ bn

−17
n=1 en)i + 

( c0
−1+∑ cn

−17
n=1 en)j+ (d0

−1+∑ dn
−17

n=1 en)k;  an , bn , cn , dn ≠ 0. 

Note that q-octonion is associative and commutative algebra. 

Suppose that: A = Z[x]/(xN−1),Ap= (Z/pZ)[x]/(xN−1), and Aq= (Z/qZ)[x]/(xN– 1) are 

rings of truncated polynomials, where N is a prime number, p and q are relatively prime 
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numbers. Now, we define the following q-octonion algebra , Ὠp and Ὠq over the rings 

of truncated polynomials A, Ap, Aq as follows: 

= {(f0+ ∑ fn
7
n=1 en)+ (g0+ ∑ gn

7
n=1 en)i + (w0+∑ wn

7
n=1 en)j + (v0+ ∑ vn

7
n=1 en)k ; 

fn, gn, wn, vn∈ A}. 

Ὠp={(f0+ ∑ fn
7
n=1 en)+ (g0+ ∑ gn

7
n=1 en)i + (w0+∑ wn

7
n=1 en)j + (v0+ ∑ vn

7
n=1 en)k ; 

fn, gn, wn, vn ∈ Ap}. 

Ὠq={(f0+ ∑ fn
7
n=1 en)+ (g0+ ∑ gn

7
n=1 en)i + (w0+∑ wn

7
n=1 en)j + (v0+ ∑ vn

7
n=1 en)k ; 

fn, gn, wn, vn ∈ Aq}. 

All operations on algebra , Ὠp, and Ὠq are the same above. 

 

Proposed Scheme: QOCNTR crypto system 

QOCNTR cryptosystem depends on the same parameters in NTRU(N, p, q) and five subsets 

LF, LU, LG, LΦ , LM ⊂ Ὠ, which are defined below: 

Let dα, dβ, dγ and  dδ be constants less than N  

LF ={F Ὠ \ F has dα coefficients equal to 1, (dα − 1) equal   to −1 such that α is octonion 

elements, the rest 0} 

LU={U ∈ Ὠ \ Uhas dβ coefficients equal to1coefficients equal to 1, (dβ − 1) equal to−1 such 

that β is  octonion elements, the rest 0} 

LG={ G ∈ Ὠ \ G hasdγ coefficients equal to 1, dγ equal to  – 1 such that γ is octonion 

elements, the rest 0}, 

LΦ={ Φ∈ Ὠ \ Φ hasdδ coefficients equal to 1, dδ equal to−1 such that δ is octonion 

elements, the rest 0}, and 

LM= {M ∈ Ὠ \ coefficients of octonion elements of  M are chosen between −p/2 andp/2}. 

The following is a description of how QOCNTR works: 

1)   Key-generation: In the first step, the recipient chooses three polynomials F ∈

LF, U and G ∈ LG that F and U are invertible in both Ὠq and Ὠp respectively. Assume Fq and 

Up denote the inverses of F and U respectively meaning that: 

F ∗ Fq ≡ I mod q, Up ∗ U ≡ I mod p. 

The recipient applies the following two formulas to get the public keys:  

𝐇 =  Fq ∗ G (mod q), 𝐊 =  Fq ∗ U(mod q) 

Here, the polynomials F and U will be saved as secret keys.  
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2)   Encryption: The encryption procedure begins from the sender in which the first step 

is to choose a random polynomial Φ that belongs to the set LΦ.  

The second step is to express the secret message M in the form of a polynomial that belongs 

to LM.  

Finally, to obtain ciphertext, use the formula as follows:  

E = (pH ∗ Φ + K ∗ M) mod q  

3)   Decryption: The following steps were taken to retrieve the original message from the 

ciphertext: 

• Multiply E by the secret key F 

          A = F ∗ E (mod q) = F ∗ (pH ∗ Φ + K ∗ M)(mod q) 

               = p(F ∗ H ∗ Φ) + F ∗ K ∗ M(mod q) = p(F ∗  Fq ∗ G ∗ Φ) + F ∗ Fq ∗ U ∗ M(mod q) 

         = p(G ∗ Φ) + U ∗ M(mod q) 

• Reduce the coefficient of modulo p. Hence, the term p(G ∗ Φ) vanishes and U ∗

M(mod p) remains. 

• To extract the message M multiply U ∗ M(mod p) by Up from left. 

Results and Discussion 

This section discusses the advantages of the proposed cryptosystem in terms of its high level 

of security for both the message and the keys, as shown in the tables below, with the same 

parameters. In addition, through the mathematical structure, which is used, it was found that 

the cryptosystem can encrypt thirty-two messages from one source or independent sources. 

Comparatively, the NTRU cryptosystem can encrypt only one message, QTRU can encrypt 

four messages, and OTRU can encrypt eight messages. Furthermore, the speed of the 

proposed system is compared with the other cryptosystems. 

A. Security of QOCNTR and Some NTRU-like 

Table I compares the key space and message space security levels of the QOCNTR and other 

cryptosystems, as well as some NTRU-like according to some public parameters. 

TABLE I: COMPARISON OF KEY AND MESSAGE SECURITY LEVELS BETWEEN 

QOCNTR AND SOME NTRU-LIKE 

Title NTRU QTRU OTRU QOCNTR 

Key  

space 

N!

(dg!)
2

(N − dg)!
 (

N!

(dg!)
2

(N − dg)!
)

4

 (
N!

(dg!)
2

(N − dg)!
)

8

 (
N!

(dg!)
2

(N − dg)!
)

32

(
N!

(du!)2(N − du)!
)

32

 

Messa

ge 
(

N!

(dΦ!)2(N − dΦ)!
) (

N!

(dΦ!)2(N − dΦ)!
)

4

 (
N!

(dΦ!)2(N − dΦ)!
)

8

 (
N!

(dΦ!)2(N − dΦ)!
)

32
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space 

 

B. Speed of QOCNTR and Some NTRU-like 

The speed is determined by the mathematical operations of key generation, encryption, and 

decryption. Table II shows a comparison of speed between QOCNTR, NTRU, QTRU, and 

OTRU cryptosystems 

TABLE II: COMPARISON of SPEED BETWEEN QOCNTR and SOME NTRU-LIKE 

 

 

 

 

Where t is the time of convolution multiplication while t` is the time of polynomial addition 

Conclusion 

QOCNTR, a new multi-dimensional public key cryptosystem based on newly developed q-

octonion algebra to improve security is presented in this study. Because this system is multi-

dimensional, it may encrypt 32 messages from 32 distinct or independent sources at the same 

time, which is useful in some applications. When QOCNTR is compared to the NTRU, QTRU, 

and OTRU cryptosystems, the QOCNTR system is shown to have a high level of security. 

QOCNTR is slower than NTRU and QTRU (the effect of this problem can be reduced by 

decreasing the value N). However, with the same parameters, it is faster than OTRU.  
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